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1 - Character Bios

Name: Arken
Age: 8
Bio: The Royal Prince, who has a god complex and believes himself to be the master and creator of all.
Child of the clone Mitch, better known as the Royal Queen.

Name: Mitch
Age: 25
Bio: Formerly an Ameris scientist at Sci-Tech Labs. After creating Experiment 000 who destroyed most
of the company, she lost her job like every other scientist there and became pilot of the StarPhoenix.

http://tektek.org/avatar/9622004
http://tektek.org/avatar/9622681
http://tektek.org/avatar/9627552


Mitch as a scientist.

Name: Cid
Age: 25
Bio: Mitch's partner, a mechanic/engineer who became Mitch's companion after helping her fix the Star
Phoenix.

Name: Okazaki
Age: 26
Bio: A samurai who was accidently warped to the Diamond Dust Galaxy after being swallowed by the
AH.

Name: Experiment 000/Mitch
Age: Techically 8 years, looks and acts much older.

http://tektek.org/avatar/9627378
http://tektek.org/avatar/9627735
http://tektek.org/avatar/9623218


Bio: Experiment 000 was actually a clone created by Mitch that was fused with chemicals and such,
giving her the ability to shapeshift and use elemental attacks, among others. She attacked and
destroyed most of the Sci-Tech Labs when she was in her superior form. After learning how to control
her forms and transformations; and learning about emotions, Guilt made her pay back the company, but
Fear prevented her from telling them it was her who destroyed most of it in the first place. Despite
Modesty's attempts, she was elected to be the new Royal Queen of the Galaxy, and the last one was
assassinated during the war between Vadimer and Pailyneos. Lust later created Arken.

Name: Pyra
Bio: The elemental of fire, created by the Royal Queen to stop Mitch.

Name: Area
Bio: The elemental of wind, created by the Royal Queen to stop Mitch.

http://tektek.org/avatar/9625171
http://tektek.org/avatar/9625716
http://tektek.org/avatar/9626034


Name: Hydra
Bio: The elemental of water, created by the Royal Queen to stop Mitch.

Name: Gaia
Bio: The elemental of earth, created by the Royal Queen to stop Mitch.

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d17/21/ed050.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Royal Singer, who entertains Arken and is also a gaurdian

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d17/21/36958.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Royal Guitarist, who entertains Arken and is also a gaurdian

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d17/21/f5af25.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Royal Violinist, who entertains Arken and is also a gaurdian

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d17/22/12c793.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Rabbit who, along with the other animals, helps Mitch throughout the story.

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d18/14/889735.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Wolf who, along with the other animals, helps Mitch throughtout the story.

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d17/22/93f585.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Cat who, along with the other animals, helps Mitch throughtout the story.

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d18/14/394654.png
Name: No name.
Bio: The Fox who, along with the other animals, helps Mitch throughtout the story.

http://public2.tektek.org/img/av/m01/d18/14/060541.png
Name: No name.

http://tektek.org/avatar/9626316
http://tektek.org/avatar/9626749
http://tektek.org/avatar/9626659
http://tektek.org/avatar/9626599
http://tektek.org/avatar/9628363
http://tektek.org/avatar/9646364
http://tektek.org/avatar/9628530
http://tektek.org/avatar/9646445
http://tektek.org/avatar/9646559


Bio: The Reindeer who, along with the other animals, helps Mitch throughtout the story.

It'll will be updated constantly. :P
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